Abstract. According to the decision information of multi-attribute decision-making problem with fuzzy and temporal characteristics, a dynamic intuitionistic fuzzy decision making method based on time preference and VIKOR is proposed. First, we determined the attribute weights under different time sequence based on intuitionistic fuzzy entropy minimization; secondly, we introduced the time degree function reflecting the decision makers' subjective time preference, and established a multi-objective programming model to obtain time weights; then we used dynamic intuitionistic fuzzy weighted geometric (DIFWG) operator to integrate different time periods of the intuitionistic fuzzy decision matrices; the VIKOR method is used in ranking solutions that takes account of group effectiveness maximization and individual regret minimization, and obtained the optimal scheme that is closet to ideal solution; finally, the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed method is verified by the example of a technology innovation alliance partner selection.
Introduction
Since Zadeh [1] first proposed the concept of fuzzy sets, fuzzy theory and method has attracted wide attention in academia. On the base of the fuzzy set, some scholars put forward the fuzzy number to describe the characteristics of fuzzy of objective objects, because it is only using the membership to describe fuzziness, and cannot accurately portray the fuzziness in reality of the world. Therefore, Atanassov (1986 Atanassov ( ,1989 [2, 3] further proposed the concept of intuitionistic fuzzy sets and interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy sets, can also express membership, non-membership degree and hesitancy degree information, so as to fully describe the fuzziness and uncertainty. On this base, many scholars carry out the research by intuitionistic fuzzy theories and methods.
Most of the current scholars mainly study on single time period of intuitionistic fuzzy multiple attribute decision making problems [4, 5] . But only considering single time period of decision information to make comparison of alternatives, ignore the impact of timing characteristics on decision results, and lead to the decision results are not comprehensive and scientific. Based on this idea, some scholars began to study on dynamic intuitionistic fuzzy multiple attribute decision making problems embedded characteristics of sequential information at different time periods. Such as Xu (2008) , Yang (2011) aggregated different time periods of interval decision information by using uncertain dynamic weighted average (UDWA) operator, uncertain dynamic weighted geometric averaging (UDWGA) operator [6, 7] . Research of these scholars has laid a theoretical foundation for the dynamic interval multi-attribute decision-making problem. Among them, scientifically and reasonably determine the time weight and rank of alternatives are the key to solve dynamic multiple attribute decision making problems. In determining of time weight, there are abundant achievements: such as Park (2013) [8] established a time dimension-based dynamic intuitionistic fuzzy multiple attribute decision making model, but the time weight is directly affected by subjective of decision makers, which is not scientific. In order to overcome the subjective of determining time weight, some scholars used objective weighting method to improve the calculation accuracy of time weight, such as normal distribution method [9] , the entropy principle [10] and exponential decay model [11] , the damping coefficient model [12] to determine the time weight. Most of these methods are on the base of mathematical probability theory and physics to determine time weight, although they are able to fully exploit the objective decision information, did not consider the characteristics of time preference and subjective, ignore the effectiveness of recent information in decision-making, fewer scholars both considered the effect of objective decision information and subjective of decision makers, so they cannot fully reflect the influence of time series on the result of decision.
In the research of intuitionistic fuzzy multiple attribute decision making method, has made some achievements. Some scholars proposed a fuzzy multi attribute decision making method based on intuitionistic TOPSIS method [13] [14] [15] , but because the TOPSIS method only considers the distance between schemes and the ideal solution, ignored correlation distance between the scheme and the positive and negative ideal solution, so it cannot fully reflect the advantages and disadvantages of the schemes; Wei (2011), Wu (2011), Dymova (2014) [16] [17] [18] put forward fuzzy multi-attribute decision making method based on gray correlation model, ELECTRE method, D-S evidence theory. However, these methods based on expected utility theory did not take into account the psychological factors of decision makers influencing on the decision results.
In view of the above analysis, according to the current research deficiencies, a dynamic intuitionistic fuzzy MADM method is proposed. The contents of this paper are mainly as follows: Section 2 included prerequisite knowledge, introduced the definition of intuitionistic fuzzy number, and the related algorithm and concepts; Section 3 constructed a novel method of solving time weights combining the subjective factor of decision makers and the sequential objective information via a bi-objective programming model based on the variance minimization and TOPSIS method; Section 4 sorted schemes using the VIKOR method taking account of group effectiveness maximization and the individual regret minimization; Section 5 verified the feasibility and validity of the method proposed in this paper via a numerical example analysis; and Section 6 provided the conclusion and future work of the paper.
Preliminaries Definition 1. [2]
Let a set X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n } be a finite universe of discourse, then define the set A = {< x, u A (x), v A (x)|x ∈ X >} as an intuitionistic fuzzy set. Where, u A (x) and v A (x) denote the membership degree and non-membership degree of the element x in X to A, respectively, and
is called the degree of indeterminacy of x in X to A.
Definition 2. [19]
Let α 1 =< µ α 1 , ν α 1 > and α 2 =< µ α 2 , ν α 2 > be two IFNs, λ be a real number, and λ > 0, then
Definition 3.
[9] Let t be a timing variable, then we call α(t) = µ α(t) (x), ν α(t) (x) an IFN, where
.., n, be an IFN, then we call
as an intuitionistic fuzzy weighted averaging (IFWA) operator. Where, IFWA :
. . , p) be an IFN at period t k , and η(t k ) = (η(t 1 ), η(t 2 ), . . . , η(t p ))
T be the weight vector of the periods t k then we call
as a dynamic intuitionistic fuzzy weighted averaging (DIFWA) operator. Where,
[21] Let A and B be two IFS in a fixed set X = {x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n }, the difference of the IFS can be characterized by Euclidean distance: 
Determination of weights

Attribute weights based on IFE
In different periods of decision making, the difference of preference to attribute of decision makers at different periods is obscure, so we need to determine the attribute weights in different time series using the intuitionistic fuzzy entropy (IFE), which combined the difference of decision-making information and preference to attribute of decision makers at different periods. Based on the literature [24] , we calculate the attribute weights as follows:
Let that X (t k ) = x . Based on the principle of maximize the uptake ability of objective information, we use the entropy theory and apply these method in intuitionistic fuzzy sets proposed by former scholars, first, we can compute the intuitionistic fuzzy entropy E j (t k ) of the attributejat period t k :
Let ω j (t k ) be the weight of the attribute j at period t k , and the optimization model (M − 1) of attribute weights at period t k is established as follows:
To solve the above model, we construct the Lagrange function of the constrained optimization model (M − 1), and we can have the weight of attribute j at period t k :
Time weights via a multi-objective programming model based on time preference
In this paper, on the basis of research [24, 25] , the function of time degree is applied in MADM problems of dynamic intuitionistic fuzzy numbers, to determine decision makers preference towards decision-making information at different time periods. A nonlinear multi-objective programming model is established to determine time weights by combining minimization of variance and ideal solution, the optimization model aiming at improving accuracy of the solved time weight, enabling more reasonable time weight results. 
T . Time degree reflects degree of preference of decision makers for time series. Decision makers generally provide θ value based on experience and preference. The closer to 0 θ is, the greater preference of decision makers for recent time series information is; the closer to 1 θ is, the greater preference of decision makers for forward time series information is.
Determination of time weight based on time degree and ideal solution
According to definition 9, when η t k = (0, 0, ..., 1) T , θ = 0, indicating that decision makers have total preference for recent time series information, and denote η
T as positive ideal time weight vector; when η t k = (1, 0, ..., 0) T , θ = 1, indicating that decision makers have total preference for forward time series information and denote η t k − = (0, 0, ..., 1) T as negative ideal time weight vector. Let distance between the two time weight vectors η
Then respective distance of a certain time weight vector η t k = (η(t 1 ), η(t 2 ), ..., η(t p )) T from positive, negative time weight vector is:
Then relative close degree of time weight vector η t k and ideal time weight vector η + t k can be obtained as follows:
According to the thought of "stressing the present rather than the past", when recent information can more fully reflect characteristics of decision attributes, it is more effective to obtain decision evaluation result. Thus, time weight vector is solved based on time degree and TOPSIS method, and nonlinear programming (M − 2) is constructed as follows:
In this (M − 2) model, the objective is to maximize the relative close degree of time weight vector η t k and ideal time weight vector η + t k , η(t k ) is the unknown variable, and the value of θ is given by the decision makers according their experience, then we can solve (M − 2) model with Lingo11.0 software, and then timing weight vector η t k = (η(t 1 ), η(t 2 ), ..., η(t p ))
T can be obtained. The Model (M − 2) is considering the subjective preferences of decision makers in time sequence. However, only considering the recent efficacy of decision information and time preference of decision makers, it easily leads to the obscure volatility of information with time weight aggregated attribute values of the samples, and the instability of the time weights. Therefore, it is critical to determine stable time weights, which can aggregate each period of decision information, and minimum the fluctuation of decision information between the samples.
Determination of time weight based on time degree and minimization of variance
At the period of t k , considering the feature of the difference and uncertainty of the alternatives in the time series , the distance between each alternative is represented as:
Because of variance can reflect the fluctuation of time weight aggregating each period of decision information, and thus we can obtain the formula as follows.
In order to make best use of the objective information in time sequence , and determine stable time weights aggregating each period of decision information, which can minimum the fluctuation of decision information between the samples. Thus, we construct the nonlinear programming model (M − 3) is as follows:
In this (M − 3) model, the objective is to minimize the variance, which can represent the fluctuation of time weights aggregating each period of decision information, and the value of θ is given by the decision makers according their experience, then we can also solve (M − 3) model with Lingo11.0 software, and then timing weight vector η t k = (η(t 1 ), η(t 2 ), ..., η(t p ))
T can be obtained.
Comprehensive time weight
Based on models (M − 2) and (M − 3), we combined the subjective factor of decision makers and the sequential objective information, ,considering time preference and the effectiveness of recent decision information, according to the principle of minimum variance and TOPSIS method we build a bi-objective nonlinear programming model (M − 4) is as follows:
In this (M − 4) model, there are dual objectives, so it is quite difficult to solve this model, to simplify calculation, we the convert this bi-objective optimization model into a single-objective optimization model (M − 5) as follows:
In the (M − 5) model, the objective is single, and η(t k ) is the unknown variable, the value of θ is given by the decision makers according their experience. Wherein, c is a balance coefficient, c ∈ [0, 1], generally it is 0.5. Similarly, Lingo11.0 software can be used to solve (M − 5) model and obtain timing weight vector η t k = (η(t 1 ), η(t 2 ), ..., η(t p )) T .
Decision-making method based on VIKOR method
Description of dynamic intuitionistic fuzzy MADM problems
In a dynamic MADM problem of intuitionistic fuzzy numbers, supposing S = {S 1 , S 2 , ..., S m } consists of m alternative solution sets, G = {G 1 , G 2 , ..., G n } is a set consists of n alternative solutions, T = {t 1 , t 2 , ..., t k } is a time periods set composed by k decision-making time periods. The attribute value of the i th solution S i under attribute G j at different decision-making time period t k is represented by intuitionistic fuzzy numbers,
>. Therefore, the decision-making matrix at time period t k can be represented as:
This paper conducts dynamic decision-making on fuzzy MADM problems with unknown attribute weight and unknown time weight.
Steps of dynamic intuitionistic fuzzy MADM based on VIKOR method
This paper introduces VIKOR method which takes account of group effectiveness maximization and the individual regret minimization into intuitionistic fuzzy MADM problem. This method can effectively overcome the shortcomings of traditional TOPSIS method, it considers the distances between decision alternatives and the positive, negative ideal solution, and obtains the optimal solution to meet with the closest distance from ideal solution and the farthest distance from negative ideal solution [26] . By using dynamic intuitionistic fuzzy weighted geometric (DIFWG) operator to aggregate all time periods of decision information, we obtain a dynamic intuitionistic fuzzy comprehensive decision matrix, and then we use VIKOR method to rank the decision solutions in this type of MADM problem. The calculation steps of this method are as follows:
Step
>) m×n be an intuitionistic fuzzy decision matrix at t k time period, and calculate the attribute weights ω j (t k ) at t k time periods according to the Eq. (5);
Step 2. Construct a nonlinear multi-objective programming model (M − 4) and select an appropriate balance coefficient c , transform model (M−4) into a single-objective programming model (M−5), calculating the time weight vector η(t) = (η(t 1 ), η(t 2 ), ..., η(t p ))
T by using Lingo 11.0 software;
Step 3. Calculate the weighted intuitionistic fuzzy decision matrix R (t k ) = r t k i j m×n at period t k based on the intuitionistic fuzzy algorithm, wherein
Step 4. Aggregate intuitionistic fuzzy decision information at multiple time periods by DIFWG operator, acquiring a dynamic comprehensive intuitionistic fuzzy decision matrix X = (x i j ) m×n ;
Step 5. Determine the intuitionistic fuzzy positive and negative ideal solution
Step 6. Calculate the Euclidean distance d(x i j , x Step 7. Calculate the group effectiveness value, individual regret value and compromise value of each alternative [26] .
Where ω j represents the attribute weight of intuitionistic fuzzy decision matrix, λ is referred to as compromise coefficient, and λ ∈ [0, 1] . If λ > 0.5 , indicating decision makers prefer to make decision with group effectiveness maximization; if λ < 0.5, indicating decision makers prefer to make decision with individual regret maximization; if λ = 0.5, indicating decision makers prefer to take a balanced and compromised way to make decisions.
Step 8. Determine the ordering of alternatives according to the compromise value Z i , and the greater Z i , the worse alternative S i ; Conversely, the smaller Z i , the better alternative S i .
Analysis of Examples
A high-tech enterprise is now seeking for a R&D partner; considering five indicators: R&D capability (G 1 ); level of resource sharing (G 2 ); ability of risk monitoring (G 3 ); level of technology update(G 4 ); level of cooperation (G 5 ), the attribute set is denoted as
There are four development partners as the alternatives, denoted as S = {S 1 , S 2 , S 3 , S 4 } . Experts evaluate all the indicators denoted by IFNs for each alternative in three different time periods (t 1 < t 2 < t 3 ) , to obtain the relevant intuitionistic fuzzy decision matrix. As illustrated in tables 1 to 3. Table 1 : Intuitionistic fuzzy decision matrix X(t 1 ) at period t 1 
According to model (M − 1) and model (M − 5) in steps 1 and 2, using Lingo11.0 software to solve the attribute weights ω j (t k ) and time weights η(t k ) in different time periods. As shown in Table 4 . According to step 3, using ω j (t k ) and X(t k ) in table 4, calculate weighted intuitionistic fuzzy decision matrices in different periods, and then according to step 4, using the DIFWG operator to gather the weighted intuitionistic fuzzy decision matrices at different periods, and obtain dynamic comprehensive intuitionistic fuzzy decision matrix, as shown in table 5. According to step 6 and step 7, we suppose that compromise coefficient is λ = 0.5, calculating by Eq. (15) ∼ Eq. (17), we can obtain the group effectiveness value U i , individual regret value K i and compromise value Z i of each alternative. As showed in Table 6 , the ranking of compromise value is Z 4 < Z 3 < Z 1 < Z 2 . So according to step 8, we can determine the corresponding descending ordering of R&D partners is S 4 > S 3 > S 1 > S 2 , so S 4 is the best partner.
In addition, by using the data of dynamic comprehensive intuitionistic fuzzy matrix in Table 5 , and the IFWA operator and the score function of IFNs, we can obtain the ranking of alternatives S 4 > S 3 > S 1 > S 2 , which is in accord with results of the proposed method. But this calculation process is more comprehensive than VIKOR method, and the difference of evaluation results between alternatives is lower, so VIKOR method has higher precision of identification, can be showed more apparent ranking results. Thus, the proposed method of dynamic MADM problem is reasonable and feasible.
We compare the proposed method in this paper with TOPSIS method presented in literature [13] and literature [14] , and the ranking results of alternatives is S 3 > S 1 > S 4 > S 2 , which is not in line with the proposed algorithm in this paper and the method based on IFWA operator and score function. This is because the TOPSIS method has a drawback, the optimal solution maybe the one is not only the closest to the positive ideal solution (PIS), but also the closest to the negative ideal solution(NIS), but VIKOR method can effectively overcome the shortcomings of traditional TOPSIS method, in which the aggregation function takes account of group effectiveness maximization and the individual regret minimization, and we can obtain the optimal solution to meet with the closest distance from ideal solution and the farthest distance from negative ideal solution, thus this method is more reasonable and scientific.
Conclusion
This paper presents a dynamic intuitionistic fuzzy multi-attribute decision making method based on time preference. In this method, time degree function is introduced to denote subjective preference, and a multi-objective nonlinear programming model is established to determine time weights, which takes a full consideration of the subjective characteristics of decision makers in time preference and objective preference toward time sequence information, enhancing accuracy of the solved time weight. We use VIKOR method to sort schemes taking account of group effectiveness maximization and the individual regret minimization, and obtain the optimal scheme that is the closest to ideal solution, which considers the psychological state of decision-makers, and can fully excavate the subjective preference characteristics of decision makers, and the objective information of sample in difference time series. So this method can overcome the possible drawback of reversed order that may occur in ordering result by using traditional TOPSIS method.
In the future work, we will further extend this method in solving dynamic MADM problem involving attribute information of interval valued intuitionistic fuzzy numbers, triangular and trapezoidal intuitionistic fuzzy numbers.
